SCHEDULE

SAT  9:00 AM – 7:00 PM  QUALIFYING / OPEN SHOOTING
2/1/20 3D CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15 & 5:15
SPOT CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  9:30, 11:00, 12:30, 2:00, 3:30 & 5:00

SUN  10:00 AM – 5:00 PM  QUALIFYING / OPEN SHOOTING
2/2/20 3D CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:15, 12:00, 1:45 & 3:15
SPOT CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:30, 12:00, 1:30 & 3:00
TEACHING KIDS ARCHERY / FAMILY FUN DAY:  1:00 – 3:00

MON  10:00 AM – 7:00 PM  QUALIFYING / OPEN SHOOTING
2/3/20 3D CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:15, 12:00, 1:45, 3:30 & 5:15
SPOT CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:30, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00, 4:15 & 5:30

TUE  10:00 AM – 7:00 PM  QUALIFYING / OPEN SHOOTING
2/4/20 3D CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:15, 12:00, 1:45, 3:30 & 5:15
SPOT CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:30, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00, 4:15 & 5:30

WED  10:00 AM – 7:00 PM  QUALIFYING / OPEN SHOOTING
2/5/20 3D CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:15, 12:00, 1:45, 3:30 & 5:15
SPOT CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:30, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00, 4:15 & 5:30

THU  10:00 AM – 7:00 PM  QUALIFYING / OPEN SHOOTING
2/6/20 3D CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:15, 12:00, 1:45, 3:30 & 5:15
SPOT CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:30, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00, 4:15 & 5:30

FRI  10:00 AM – 7:00 PM  QUALIFYING / OPEN SHOOTING
2/7/20 3D CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:15, 12:00, 1:45, 3:30 & 5:15
SPOT CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  10:30, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00, 4:15 & 5:30

SAT  9:00 AM – 1:00 PM  QUALIFYING / OPEN SHOOTING
2/8/20 3D CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  9:15 & 11:00
SPOT CHALLENGE SHOOT TIMES:  9:15, 10:30
3D FINALS  2:00 PM  YMR 15-17/FBO/XBOW/MSR/MCBH/MBR
4:45 PM  MBO/OPEN MONEY
SPOT FINALS  11:45 AM  WOMEN’S & MEN’S OPEN
1:30 PM  OPEN MONEY
5:00 PM  SENIORS & MASTERS

SUN  3D FINALS  10:30 AM  CUBS/YMR 13-14/FY/LB/ RU/FHC
2/9/20  1:00 PM  MHC/SHC/HUNTER MONEY
SPOT FINALS  10:30 AM  BOWHUNTER OPEN
1:00 PM  CUBS, FEMALE YOUTH & MALE YOUTH

---

**Additional Information**

**February 1st – 7th**

Participants will be allowed to access the 2020 Great American Outdoor Show (GAOS) 30 minutes prior to opening each morning.

Each participant must have a valid entry ticket to access the GAOS early.

Participants that are minors will be allowed to have an adult accompany them to the archery area (*please note, only one adult will be allowed into the GAOS early with a minor and the adult must have a valid ticket*).

Participants may use any entrance (McClay Street, Cameron Street or Shooting Sports Entrance) to access the archery area prior to opening.

Participants must have bow in a case prior to entering GAOS early.

**February 8th & 9th (Finals)**

**Participants competing to qualify** for the final Saturday (February 8th) will be allowed to access the 2020 Great American Outdoor Show (GAOS) 30 minutes prior to opening, however they must have a valid entry ticket and must use the Cameron Street Lobby entrance. Adults who accompany minors must also have a valid entry ticket.

**Participants who have qualified** to shoot in the Finals will be allowed to access the 2020 GAOS 30 minutes prior to opening on Saturday and Sunday (February 8th & 9th). They will be admitted for free and their name will be on a list at the Cameron Street Lobby (**list will only be at Cameron Street Lobby**). One adult will be able to accompany a minor who has qualified for the finals to the archery area for free.